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In Designing Clothes: Culture and Organization in the Fashion Industry, author Veronica Manlow gives a detailed look into the fascinating world of fashion. If you have ever wondered what it would be like to experience the culture inside a fashion company, then you will truly enjoy this book. The unique fashion industry information provided is helpful for either launching a business or working in a related field. The reader will gain a better understanding of the fashion business and the role of individuals within the corporate fashion structure. The culture existing in the world of fashion is complex, competitive, vivid, pulsating, and very fast paced. By spending time as an insider at the world renowned fashion firm of Tommy Hilfiger, the author is able to share experiences specific to the world of fashion design and bring the reader along for the journey.

The five chapters in Part I of the book lay the foundation for understanding the fashion industry as it is today. The first chapter takes the reader on a brief trip through the history of modern-day clothing, showing how fashion has evolved over time. Fashion as a form of self-expression has long been a part of society. Fashion can portray a personal image and even create an identity. It is explained here how class and status, both of which can confer power or authority, take a leading role in the dynamic of dressing and thus shape the world of fashion.

Chapter two details the growth of the domestic fashion industry and shows how a new market is instantly created as the economy in the United States expands its middle class. The effect of French haute couture, which originated in Paris, is stressed, particularly how it continues to drive much of the industry today. By the late 1940s, America finally became a fashion center in its own right and subsequently the ready-to-wear business followed in the 1950s. This timeline allows the reader to fully comprehend the role that designers play in today’s corporate fashion culture. The current scope of the industry is accurately summed up with Manlow’s quote: “Today’s ready-to-wear fashions require a complex network of organizations traversing national boundaries sometimes for its design and increasingly for its production and dissemination—the latter being both actual (sales) and symbolic (media)” (Manlow 2007: 91).

In the third chapter, the author discusses the role of fashion designers within the industry: the diversity of their creative styles, the prominence they have achieved, and the power of their identity. Men’s fashion and its history are examined as it relates to women’s fashion. This is important as the author’s case study in Part II chronicles a company whose designer, Tommy Hilfiger, started in men’s wear, therefore filling a void in the U.S. marketplace. As society changed over time, and fashion gradually infiltrated all classes, designers became arbiters of personal style. The reader is introduced to Charles Fredrick Worth, credited with creating the first haute couture house in Paris and setting international fashion standards. Other influential designers such as Coco Chanel, Claire McCardell, and Bonnie Cashin are mentioned to illustrate how fashion houses function in Europe and the United States.

Manlow explains that the creation or development of a symbol or logo to represent a designer that could be used on clothing did much to add status to dressing. “The designer logo was an important development that would contribute to the broad recognition of designers and a massive demand for their highly visible products” (Manlow 2007: 99). A logo, such as the Ralph Lauren polo horse and rider, recognized around the world can represent the designer instantly and suggest a certain lifestyle that people are eager to be part of. It is also discussed that designers must be very creative, quick to recognize industry trends, and be exemplary leaders while developing new ideas and products on multiple levels.

The fourth chapter focuses on leadership within the fashion industry and the direct correlation to the ultimate success of the organization. Manlow focuses on leadership as it pertains to the creative enterprise that is common among design firms. The many examples presented show how the organization within the fashion industry is so diverse. She shows the importance of allowing flexibility from traditional
management structures and about other unique requirements. This helps to convey the high value placed on fashion industry leaders. "The personal charisma of the founding entrepreneur or the tradition provides the glue that holds the organization together" (Davis and Scase 2000). The author emphasizes the importance of charisma as it applies to the leaders or designers of both high fashion and mass market firms. Transferring charisma from an individual designer to an entire brand to maintain currency and excitement even after the original designer is no longer involved is paramount. Examples of this are outlined as necessary to keep a company vital in the competitive fashion industry. "Without such steps the Liz Claiborne name would have ceased to hold any significance in contemporary fashion let alone find the capital to continue to exist" (Manlow 2007: 160).

At the end of Part I Manlow compares many different types of organizational cultures within the fashion industry and discusses the direct impact on employees. The author explains why the mission of an organization should be collective and describes the fragile balance between the goals of the firm and those of the individual. From some of the examples, Manlow implies that the fashion business is not always fair. "In the fashion industry organizational effectiveness, or the success of a company, is not necessarily correlated with a fair and democratic work environment" (Manlow 2007: 170). The author discusses how frequently it is required at many fashion firms to possess the right look, which will reinforce the brand, merely to get hired.
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